3 Strategic Imperatives for IT Leaders

On the frontlines of ensuring both business continuity and resilience, infrastructure and operations (I&O) leaders and their teams must remain flexible and resilient in the face of not only the current crisis, but beyond. VMware vRealize Cloud Management is an intelligent hybrid cloud management solution that empowers I&O leaders to:

1. Continuously modernize IT

   **Goal:**
   - Adapt and thrive in an unpredictable world
   - Support the business (not only survive but thrive)

   **How:**
   - Accelerate time to market for new apps and services
   - Assure developer productivity
   - Drive speed to market with the agility of cloud
   - Don’t evolve infrastructure; reimagine it to operate private clouds like public ones

2. Accelerate evolution to cloud

   **Goal:**
   - Successfully migrate to the cloud
   - Continuously optimize IT at speed
   - Dynamically self-tune infrastructure
   - Don’t evolve infrastructure; reimagine it to operate private clouds like public ones

   **How:**
   - Provide developer platform services with embedded Kubernetes
   - Match developers’ agility and fast scaling with infrastructure aligned to modern DevOps principles
   - Maintain control and visibility over infrastructure

3. Ensure developer productivity

   **Goal:**
   - Provide developer platform services with embedded Kubernetes
   - Match developers’ agility and fast scaling with infrastructure aligned to modern DevOps principles
   - Maintain control and visibility over infrastructure

   **How:**
   - Drive speed to market with the agility of cloud
   - Assure developer productivity
   - Drive speed to market with the agility of cloud

Learn more. Download the ebook “3 Ways to Make Cloud Your Business.”